
2011 Northwest High School Math Championship

Mental Math

Contestant 1

1. What integer is closest to the cube root of eight thousand one hundred?

2. What is the larger value of x which satisfies x plus one over x equals five plus one-fifth?

3. Suppose that x equals t squared plus t, and y equals t cubed plus t squared. If x equals two,
find the largest possible value of y.

4. Winkin said “We’re all liars,” Blinkin replied, “Only you are a liar,” and Finkin said “You’re
both liars.” If each of them either always tells the truth or always lies, how many of the three
people are liars?

5. A circle has area sixteen pi. Its circumference can be expressed as k times pi. What is the
value of k?

Contestant 2

1. Find the largest non-negative value of x for which x plus the absolute value of x equals zero.

2. If x equals ten, compute x cubed minus one hundred times x plus x squared.

3. In a group of forty-eight students, there are ten students taking English, twelve students
taking Math, and seven students taking both English and Math. How many students in the
group take neither English nor Math?

4. The ratio of boys to girls in a class is three to four. Given that there are twenty-one students
in this class, find the number of boys in the class.

5. A quadrilateral has side lengths of three, four, five, and x. What is the greatest possible
integral value of x?

Contestant 3

1. For which value of x is four divided by the quantity x plus three equal to x divided by the
quantity two x plus six?

2. Find the value of x such that x percent of one million equals one hundred thousand.

3. If one and two are two of the digits of a three-digit number N , and if N is divisible by four,
what is the greatest possible value of N?



4. A positive integer is a palindrome if it reads the same forwards and backwards. For example,
four hundred and thirty-four is a palindrome. What is the only prime palindrome with an
even number of digits?

5. The sum of two positive numbers equals the sum of the reciprocals of the same two numbers.
What is the product of these two numbers?

Contestant 4

1. What is the largest value of x for which x squared plus two thousand and ten x equals two
thousand and eleven?

2. Brian and Keith toss a fair coin two and three times, respectively. The probability that Keith
tosses more heads than Brian can be written in the form a over b, where a and b are relatively
prime positive integers. Find a+ b.

3. What is the sum of the only two integers for which twice the square of the first equals three
times the square of the second?

4. What is the value of x for which two times the square root of x equals six?

5. What is the greatest integral value of x for which two divided by the quantity x minus two
has an integral value?


